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Canadian photographic art was 
not born in the 1970s. There is 
evidence that photography was 
in use here as an expressive form, 
by professionals and amateurs, 
throughout the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries.1 Through 
such outlets as exhibitions, salons, 
books and periodicals, artists and 
other practitioners in Canada 
were both aware of and actively 
contributed towards the development 
in photographic aesthetics that was 
occurring internationally. Nevertheless, 
the 1970–1990 period was a time of 
particular growth in Canada – a time 
when a great number of photography-
centric institutions were created 
and the discourse on contemporary 
photography emerged. 
 The process of institutionalization, 
but also simply of popularization of the 
medium, had begun gradually in the 
1960s, chiefly through the activities of 
the National Film Board of Canada’s 
Still Photography Division (NFB/SPD), 
which from 1960 to 1980 was headed by 
Lorraine Monk. The NFB/SPD’s regular 
organization of travelling exhibitions, 
acquisition of contemporary 
photography and production of 
photography books gained momentum 
with the approach of the 1967 
centennial celebrations.2 Acting as both 
an inspiration and a counter-model 
for future photographic institutions, 
the NFB/SPD was crucial in helping to 
define the very notion of “Canadian 
photography.” As the 1960s drew to a 
close, signs that such a blanket notion 
had its limitations began to appear in 
the discourse, with regional distinctions 
such as “Quebec photography” or 
“Western Canadian photography” 
 being affirmed with increasing force. 
 The 1970s and 1980s saw the 
establishment of a multitude of local 
photography-oriented institutional 
entities that included commercial 
galleries, artist-run centres (or parallel 
galleries), associations and groups, 
museum collections and periodicals. 
Many did not last beyond the 1980s, 
and those that did have done so 
mostly with slightly adapted, broader 
mandates – a fact that contributes to 
the sense that these two decades were 
a self-contained moment of glory for 
the practice of photography in Canada. 
It was a time when the belief that 
photography needed its own, medium-
specific institutions in order to thrive 
here was widespread.
 A number of different photography 
magazines were created in the 
1970s and 1980s as spaces devoted 
exclusively to the exploration of 
photography as a creative form. Seen 
through contemporary eyes, they can 
be understood as a key ingredient 
in the construction of a field of 
photographic art.3 These print objects 
contributed towards the dissemination 
and actualization of photographic 
expression and discourse, and as 
such, are today vital in retracing the 
unique development of contemporary 
photography in Canada.
 An overview of the photography 
magazines published between 1970 
and 1990 reveals that there were two 
distinct yet complementary types: the 
almost-entirely image-based and the 
primarily text-based. The first category 
includes Image Nation (Toronto, 1970–
1982), Impressions (Toronto, 1970–1983), 
and many issues of OVO (Montreal, 
1970–1987).4 The lack of text in these 
magazines (there was often nothing but 
a short introduction by the editors or, 
in OVO’s case, occasional interjectory 
articles and poems) reflects a “distrust” 
of the word that was current at the 
time, or certainly the idea that the 
photographic image, understood as 
a universal visual language, could and 
should be allowed to speak for itself.5 
The primary aim of these magazines, 
it must be assumed, was the sharing 
of creative or non-commercial 
photographs among a specialized 
readership.
 The first type is interestingly hybrid, 
for it borrowed many characteristics of 
the photographic book and in my view 
of an older style of pictorial magazine 
that was highly popular between 1930 
and 1960. Issues of Image Nation and 
Impressions, especially, frequently 
played dual roles of magazine and 
book – or even catalogue. One example 
is number 6/7 of Impressions (1973), 
which reproduced the photobook 
version of John Max’s Open Passport 
series and acted as a record of the 
exhibition organized by the NFB/SPD in 
1972.6 Another is Kenneth Fletcher and 
Paul Wong’s project Murder Research, 
which had been originally presented in 
1977 as an exhibition and performance 
at the Vancouver artist-run centre 
Western Front, and was published as 
a book work for number 21 of Image 
Nation (Winter 1980).7 In the absence 
in this country of an established 
photobook or art book publishing 
industry, these magazines sometimes 
provided the only permanent trace of 
important artistic projects.
 Such autonomous, single-author 
works stand alongside the far more 
common strategy employed by 
image-based magazines: seamlessly 
combining a large number of individual 
photographs under a specific theme. 
The strong editorial voice apparent 
in these thematic issues connects 
them to the pictorial magazines of the 
earlier twentieth century (such as the 
American magazine Life, the French 
Vu, or Quebec’s La Revue populaire), 
which were put together by the expert 
hand of a picture editor. Even when 
several images by one photographer 
were incorporated within a theme 
(like a photo-essay would be in a 
pictorial magazine), their particular 
combination was determined not by the 
photographer but by the editor.8 Image 
Nation and OVO were big proponents 
of the thematic approach, combining 
a variety of images under such topics 
as “Photographs by Women About 
Women,” “Montreal Photographers,” 
“Punk Rock in T.O.,” “Femmes 
photographes,” “L’Autoportrait,” and 
“Les vitrines.”9
 The second type of photography 
magazine helps to elucidate much 
of what is left unsaid by the first. 
The aim of magazines such as Photo 
Communiqué (Toronto, 1979–1988), 
BlackFlash (Saskatoon, 1984–) and 
Ciel variable (Montreal, 1986–) was to 
provide a forum where members of the 
expanding photographic community 
could engage in dialogue, and thereby 
develop a discourse of contemporary 
photographic practice in Canada. Still – 
despite evidence, especially discernible 
in the pages of Photo Communiqué, 
that the target audience was Canada-
at-large – each of these magazines was 
grounded in a specific community and 
region.10 
 Obvious antecedents of this 
type of periodical can be found in 
community- or institutionally-centred 
newsletters, with their gathering in 
one location of news and events of 
local interest. BlackFlash, for instance, 
which was at first published by The 
Photographers Gallery, Saskatoon, 
grew out of the cooperative’s previous 
internal publications, Exchange: The 
Photographers Almanac (1975–1976) 
and The Photographers Gallery (1983). 
But this class of publication can also 
be affiliated with the burgeoning 
genre of the art magazine – a genre 
into which both BlackFlash and Ciel 
variable would transition during the 
1990s. Like publications such as 
Parachute (Montreal, 1975–2006) and 
Vanguard (Vancouver, 1972–1989), this 
second type of photography magazine 
worked towards developing a field of 
contemporary art criticism in Canada, 
but with photography at its core.
 A debate that was central to 
photographic discourse during the 
1970s and 1980s, discernible throughout 
the magazines, is the one concerning 
the distinction between photography-
made-by-photographers and 
photography-made-by-artists. With 
the increasing use of the camera by 
conceptual artists, and the sanctioning 
of these artists’ work by regional and 
national art institutions, a divide was 
created between the photograph 
whose frame of reference was the 
history of art and the photograph that 
drew upon a specifically photographic 
heritage.11 At the crux of the debate was 
a desire to define photographic art – 
to take possession of it – at the very 
period when it was earning institutional 
and theoretical consecration. Exhibition 
reviews – and letters in response to 
reviews – became a prime site for 
engaging in this debate, frequently in 
strident tones. A good example is the 
review by Tom Gore, which appeared 
in the first issue of Photo Communiqué, 
of the infamous exhibition 13 Cameras, 
organized by the NFB/SPD and first 
shown at the Vancouver Art Gallery. 
The exhibition, which brought 
together works situated firmly on the 
photography-by-artists side of the 
dichotomy, along with Gore’s initial 
(scathing) assessment of it, acted as 
the driving force behind much public 
argument, carried out over several 
issues, on the state of contemporary 
photography, not only in Vancouver but 
in Canada as a whole.12
 The eventual adoption by BlackFlash 
and Ciel variable of the art magazine 
model (as well as the demise of OVO 
in 1987)13 could be seen as reflecting 
the gradual “defeat,” from the 1990s 
onwards, of the photography-by-
photographers side of the debate. 
It is an indication, at any rate, that 
photographic art was being assimilated 
into the broader Canadian art world, 
making photography-centric institutions 
superfluous. It seems that once the 
need for photography institutions had 
been identified and acted upon, and 
once these institutions had become 
“public” by being officially recognized 
by provincial and federal funding 
bodies, the urgent question was: “What 
is Canadian photography and who has 
the right to speak in its name?” This 
question resounds all through both 
types of photography magazine – the 
visual and the verbal – published during 
this period. The persistent questioning 
partly explains why the tone employed 
in these periodicals is so often fraught, 
and why, in most cases, the strength 
to keep the magazines alive eventually 
faded.
 The question continues to 
reverberate occasionally today 
(although in different, less regular 
circumstances), but it is largely evaded 
by the subsuming of photography into 
the post-medium-specific and post-
nationalist art world. The very topic of 
Canadian photography – or Canadian 
photography magazines for that 
matter – seems almost embarrassingly 
out of date, as though the words had 
been fished straight out of the 1970s. 
And it isn’t just “Canadian,” with all 
its identity-related pitfalls, that is 
problematic; even “photography” 
seems to jar. Whether or not 
contemporary Canadian photography 
exists today is a separate question. But 
that it once did cannot be denied.  
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